May 7 – July 15, 2004
(video works on display May 7 – 21)

Reception and awards ceremony:
Friday, May 7, 4 – 6 pm

Two awards are given annually: The Thacher Prize for the best work(s) in the exhibition and the Gloria Osuna Perez Award for the work that best addresses social and community issues. Awards will be announced at the reception.

“For Good Measure” features 45 artworks by 32 juniors and seniors enrolled in the University of San Francisco’s various arts and media studies programs. The pieces represent a diverse range of disciplines including fashion and graphic design, drawing and painting, sculpture and video.

Featured students include:

- Jordan Auten
- Brenda Bennett
- Mike Boylan
- Joseph Campi
- Adelita Candelaria
- Ellen Cronin
- Frozan Faizi
- Pat Gibson
- Deborah Hartung
- Leticia Huerta
- Joseph Ison
- Amber Justice
- Molly Keogh
- Isabelle Le
- Patricia Le
- Berna Lee
- Song Yi Lee
- Steven Lemus
- Emily Leucht
- Tony Martinez
- Autumn McKnight
- Christopher Nguyen, S.J.
- Kailie Okai
- Lindsay Parker
- Michael Payne
- Joseph Pitruzzelli
- Luis Rodriguez
- Erin Roscoe
- Samuel Sharkey
- Lauren Sharp
- Shylene Weber
- Crystal Theresa Zapanta
- Anna Zemke